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Ordo

a

is a program designed to alulate ratings of individual hess engines (or players). It

has a similar onept than the Elo rating

b

, but with a di�erent model and algorithm. Ordo

keeps onsisteny among ratings beause it alulates them onsidering all results at one. In

that respet, it behaves similarly to BayesElo



. Ordo is distributed under the GPL liense

and binaries are available for GNU/Linux, Windows

®

, and OS X. In addition, the soures

are portable and ould be easily ompiled for other systems.
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Preompiled Files

In this distribution, you may �nd versions for GNU/Linux (32 and 64 bits) or Windows

®

(64 and

32 bits). For onveniene, you an rename the proper �le for your system to ordo (GNU/Linux)

or ordo.exe (Windows

®

). As an input example, a publily available �le games.pgn is inluded

1

.

A bath �le (ordo_example.bat) is inluded in the Windows

®

distribution

2

. It is a quik and

great start for users of that operating system.

GNU/Linux ompilation and installation

After unzipping the ontents, you an type

make

make install

or in Ubuntu

sudo make install

Usage

The input should be a �le that adheres to the PGN standard

3

. Based on the results in that �le, Ordo

automatially alulates a ranking . The output an be a plain text �le and/or a omma separated

∗
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value

4

(.sv) �le. The .sv �le is an interesting option beause it an be opened/imported by

most spreadsheet programs. One imported, the user an hoose to format the output externally.

The simplest way to use Ordo is typing in the ommand line:

ordo -p games.pgn

whih will take the results from games.pgn and output the text ranking on the sreen. If you want

to save the results in a �le ratings.txt, you an run:

ordo -p games.pgn -o ratings.txt

By default, the average rating of all the individuals is 2300. If you want a di�erent overall average,

you an use the swith -a to set it. For instane to have and average of 2500, you an do:

ordo -a 2500 -p games.pgn -o ratings.txt

or if you want the results in .sv format, use the swith -.

ordo -a 2500 -p games.pgn - rating.sv

If you want both, you an use:

ordo -a 2500 -p games.pgn -o ratings.txt - rating.sv

Multiple input �les

Ordo an use several pgn input �les at the same time (limited by the memory of the system),

whih means that it is not needed to ombine them beforehand. Eah �le ould be listed after the

swith -- like this

ordo -a 2500 -p g1.pgn -o ratings.txt - rating.sv -- g2.pgn g3.pgn "Other games.pgn"

For that reason, the swith -p an be omitted and all �les ould be listed after --

ordo -a 2500 -o ratings.txt - rating.sv -- g1.pgn g2.pgn g3.pgn "Other games.pgn"

Another option to input multiple pgn �les is to list them in one text �le and provide the name

with the swith -P <file>

ordo -a 2500 -o ratings.txt - rating.sv -P list.txt

where list.txt ontains for instane

g1.pgn

g2.pgn

g3.pgn

Name synonyms

Sometimes, the same player (engine) has been named di�erently in tournaments. The user an

spe�ify what names are atually synonyms, so Ordo will onsider them one. The swith -Y

<file> indiates that the �le (.sv format) will ontain a list of synonyms. Eah line has the

following information: main,syn1,syn2 et. An example of a synonym �le with two lines would be:

"Gaviota 1.0","Gaviota v1","gaviota v1.0"
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"Stokfish 6","Stokfish 6.0"

In this example, Gaviota 1.0 and Stok�sh 6 would be the names used by Ordo. The other ones

will be onverted.

Exluding games

In ertain situations, the user may want to inlude/disard in the alulation only a subset of the

games present in the input �le/s. Swithes -i <file> and -x <file> are used for this purpose.

Swith -i inludes only the games of partiipants listed in <file>. In this �le, eah partiipant

name has to be in di�erent lines. Also, eah of those names may or may not be surrounded by

quotes. Both are aepted. For this reason, if a .sv �le is provided as a list of partiipants, only

the �rst olumn is read. In addition, -x ould be use to exlude games of partiipants listed in

<file>.

Output information (olumns)

The user an selet what information is displayed with the swith -U. For instane, -U "0,1,3"

will selet and print "rank and name", "rating", and "points total" olumns in that order (eah

olumn has a prede�ned number see below). The default output is "0,1,2,3,4,5".

0 rank and name

1 rating

2 error

3 points total

4 games total

5 sore perent

6 onfidene for superiority

7 won games

8 draw games

9 losses

10 draw rate

11 opponent average rating

12 opponent average error

13 number of opponents

14 diversity (effetive number of opponents based on information theory)

Option 14 is will be equal to option 13 if the number of games among opponents is equally

distributed.

OppDiv = e
−

(

N
∑

i=1
filn(fi)

)

(1)

where fi = ni/N . N is the total number of games played by a given partiipant, and ni is the

number of games played agains opponent i.

Another swith (-b <file>) ontrols the width of eah olumn in the output and the header of eah

olumn. This <file> onsists of a text in whih eah line has <item>,<width>,"HeaderName".
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For instane, if you want to have the item 4 (games total, see above), to be 5 haraters wide and

be named "Points", you will have to inlude a line like this:

4,8,"Points"

In a �le named olumns.txt (or whatever name you hoose) and then inlude the swith -b

olumns.txt Note that the width seleted for item 0 (rank and name), will be ingnored sine it

is automatially adjusted. A default �le would look like this (spaes are ignored):

0, 0, "PLAYER"

1, 6, "RATING"

2, 6, "ERROR"

3, 7, "POINTS"

4, 7, "PLAYED"

5, 5, "(%)"

6, 7, "CFS(next)"

7, 4, "W"

8, 4, "D"

9, 4, "L"

10, 5, "D(%)"

11, 7, "OppAvg"

12, 7, "OppErr"

13, 5, "OppN"

14, 7, "OppDiv"

Deimals

The swith -N provides the ability to ontrol the preision displayed for the ratings (and their

errors). For instane, -N2 will output ratings with two deimals. If an extra parameter is provided

separated by omma, it will ontrol the number of deimals for the sore and draw perentage.

For example, the default is atually -N0,1 or -N "0,1". If a seond parameter is not provided,

the default is used.

Anhor

The swith -A will �x the rating of a given player as a referene (anhor) for the whole pool.

ordo -a 2800 -A "Deep Shredder 12" -p games.pgn -o ratings.txt

That will alulate the ratings from games.pgn, save it in ratings.txt, and anhor the engine

Deep Shredder 12 to a rating of 2800. Names that ontain spaes should be surrounded by quote

marks as in this example.

White advantage

The swith -w sets the rating advantage for having white piees in hess. Alternatively, the (highly

reommended) swith -W lets Ordo alulate it automatially. With this swith we an omplete

the above example:
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ordo -a 2800 -A "Deep Shredder 12" -p games.pgn -o ratings.txt -W

If the user knows that the white advantage is a value within a ertain range, this unertainty ould

be given by the swith -u. A ombination of swithes -w <value> and -u <deviation> may

provide a prior information that Ordo will use to alulate the white advantage. As the number

of games played inreases, the prior information will be less and less relevant. Ordo assumes a

Gaussian distribution entered in <value> with a standard <deviation>.

Simulation and errors

The swith -s <n> instruts Ordo to perform <n> simulations, virtually replaying the games <n>

times. The results will be randomly re-assigned for eah game aording to the probabilities

alulated from the ratings. After running the simulations, and based on all those di�erent results,

Ordo alulates standard deviations (errors) for the ratings. For this purpose, an optional swith

is -F value, where value is the % on�dene level (The default is 95.0, whih is roughly equivalent

to ± 2 standard deviations). The errors displayed are relative to the pool average. However, if one

of the players is anhored, the rest of the errors will be relative to that anhor. In this ase, the

anhor error will be zero sine it is the point of referene. To get the errors for rating di�erenes

between a given pair of players, the swith -e file.sv should be added. It will generate an error

matrix saved in file.sv.

A minimum reasonable number for the simulations is about -s 100. The more simulations, the

longer it takes to omplete the runs. The errors alulated will be more aurate, but more than

1000 simulations is probably not needed. This is an example to use these swithes:

ordo -a 2800 -A "Deep Shredder 12" -p games.pgn -o ratings.txt -W -s1000 -e errs.sv

It is important to emphasize that the errors displayed in the output are always against the referene

(anhor). For example, if the anhor is Engine X (Deep Shredder 12 in the example above) set

at 2800, and Engine Y is 2900 with an error of 20, then the interpretation is that the di�erene

between Y and X is 100 ± 20.

As mentioned above, when no engine is set as anhor the hidden referene is the average of the

pool. For instane, if the average is set to 2500 (default is 2300) and the rating output for Engine

X is 2850 ± 20, the di�erene between Engine X and the average of the pool is 350 ± 20. That is

how the output should be interpreted. It is inorret to use this error to estimate relative values

against other engines. For that purpose, the swith -e needs to be provided to obtain a matrix

with every single error for every engine-engine math ups.

If an anhor (referene) is provided, but the user wants relative errors to the average of the pool,

the swith -V should be used. This is what other rating software has as default.

ordo -a 2800 -A "Deep Shredder 12" -p games.pgn -o ratings.txt -W -s1000 -e errs.sv -V

In this ase, you will see that the rating of Deep Shredder 12 will not have an error of zero.

Parallel alulation of simulations

If the swith -n <value> is used, Ordo will use <value> number of proessors in parallel for the

simulations. This may be a signi�ant speed-up.
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Superiority on�dene

If simulations have been run, using the swith -C will output a matrix with the on�dene for

superiority (CFS) between eah of the players. Eah of the numbers is an answer to the question

"What is the maximum on�dene I an set the test to show that player x is not inferior to player

y and still obtain the same positive answer?". The matrix �le is in omma separated values format,

and it ould be opened by any spreadsheet program if it was saved with the *.sv extension. In

addition, if the user provides the swith -J, the CFS values between the player and the next one

in the ranking will be displayed in the output.

Draw rate (for equal opponents)

By default, Ordo onsiders that the draw rate for evenly mathed players is 50%. Internally, it

alulates the draw for mathes in whih a player is stronger than the other. This parameter

does not hange the rating results, but it will a�et the errors alulated after simulations. Two

swithes an ontrol this parameter. First, -d sets the draw rate (whih is assumed to be onstant

throughout the database). Alternatively, the (highly reommended) swith -D lets Ordo alulate

it automatially. It makes sense if the user wants to alulate more aurate errors, or just for

informative purposes. For instane:

ordo -a 2800 -A "Deep Shredder 12" -p games.pgn -o ratings.txt -W -s1000 -e errs.sv -V

-D

Will alulate the draw rate and outputs it at the end of

ratings.txt

(or the sreen, if the swith -o is omitted). Similarly to the alulation of the white advantage, the

user an provide prior information for the draw rate. A ombination of swithes -d <value> and

-k <deviation> will do that. Ordo assumes a Gaussian distribution entered in <value> with a

standard <deviation>. When as the number of games inreases, this information will have less

and less impat on the �nal result.

Ignore draws (-X swith)

This swith internally ignores all draws from the database as they have not been played. This is

only present for experimentation, not for a serious rating alulation.

Minimum games

In ertain ases, the user may not want to inlude ertain players with very few games played in the

rating. For that reason, the swith -t <value> provides to the program a threshold of minimum

games played for a partiipant to be inluded in the �nal list. The games are still inluded for

alulation.
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Perfet winners and losers

Players who won all games (perfet winners) or lost all of them (perfet losers) reate problems in

the rating alulation. It is impossible to estimate those rating aurately beause winning all or

losing all orrespond to a +∞ or −∞ rating, respetively. In addition, the alulation slows down

onsiderably beause of the impossibility to onverge. Ordo removes these players automatially

during the alulation, and plae them bak after onvergene has been reahed. The rating

assigned to them is a minimum ("�oor") for perfet winners and a maximum ("eiling") for perfet

losers. This is indiated by a > or < symbol in the output text. These limits are established

by alulating the rating they would have had if one of the games was a draw. For example, if

player had a performane of 10/10, a proper rating estimation lays between (+∞) and the one

orresponding to a performane of 9.5/10. A nie side e�et of this tehnique is that distinguishes

players with perfet sore that had di�erent type of opposition or played di�erent number of games.

It is not the same to have been undefeated for three games than twenty.

Group onnetions and pathologial data

Sometimes, a data set ontains players or groups/pools of players that did not play enough games

against the rest. These isolated groups produe meaningless ratings when ompared to the general

pool. The -g swith saves a report of how many groups are in this situation. The information

in this report may guide the user to properly link those groups with extra games. Doing so will

stabilize the whole ranking. When the data set is "ill" onneted, Ordo will attempt to run by

purging perfet winners and perfet losers. Their eiling or �oor rating will be estimated at the

end (see above). However, a warning will be diplayed. When purging those players is not enough

to guarantee a proper onnetion, a seond warning will be issued. But, this time the program will

stop and exit with an error ode (i.e. non-zero). To fore the alulation even in these onditions,

the swith -G should be used. Be areful, this ould be slow and the algorithm may not onverge.

Multiple anhors

When several players are known to have very aurate ratings, it is possible to assigned �xed values

to them. In that ase, they will behave like multiple anhors. An example will be:

ordo -p games.pgn <optional swithes> -m anhors.sv

where anhors.sv is a �le that ontains lines like this

"Gull 1.1", 2350.0

"Glaurung 2.2 JA", 2170

"Crafty 23.1 JA", 2000

telling Ordo to �x Gull 1.1, Glaurung 2.2 JA, and Crafty 23.1 JA to 2350, 2170, and 2000,

respetively. The name of the anhors should be present in games.pgn.

Math up information

The swith -j will output to a �le information about all di�erent mathes that have been played.

It shows the rating di�erene (Di�) between those partiular players and the standard deviation
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(SD) for that di�erene. These values ome from the simulations performed with the swith -s, so

everything is taken into aount, not only the information about a partiular math. In addition,

there is a olumn with the on�dene that would be needed in order to be able to laim superiority

based on Di� and SD. The olumn is CFS, on�dene for superiority, whih plays the same role

as the likelihood of superiority

5

. A fragment of the output is:

3) Critter 1.4 SSE42 2562 : 2400 (+1467,=772,-161), 77.2 %

vs. : games ( +, =, -), (%) : Diff, SD, CFS (%)

Houdini 2.0 STD : 100 ( 23, 54, 23), 50.0 : -35, 9, 0.0

Komodo 4 SSE42 : 100 ( 33, 44, 23), 55.0 : +6, 11, 71.0

Deep Rybka 4.1 SSE42 : 100 ( 28, 48, 24), 52.0 : +23, 10, 99.0

Stokfish 2.1.1 JA : 100 ( 25, 66, 9), 58.0 : +44, 8, 100.0

In this example, we an say that Critter 1.4 SSE42 is superior to Deep Rybka 4.1 SSE42 with a

99% on�dene. We an only say that it is better than Komodo 4 SSE42 with a 71% on�dene.

The reason is beause the rating di�erene is 6 and the standard deviation is 11.

Loose anhors with prior information (-y)

Ordo o�ers an alternative approah to alulate ratings with previous knowledge from the user

(using Bayesian onepts). With the swith -y, the user an provide a �le with a list of players

whose ratings will �oat around an estimated value. Those players will work as loose anhors in

the list. This strategy is useful when the data is sare and, as a onsequene, wild swings ould

appear in the ratings. This is what happens at the beginning of a new rating list or tournament.

Ordo aepts an estimated rating for a player, but takes into aount how unertain that value is.

In other words, the user also has to provide the standard error for the estimated value. That means

that the value will be 68% of the time between ± the unertainty value provided. It is assumed

that the estimated rating will follow Gaussian distribution. In Bayesian terms, that onstitute

the prior distribution for the rating of that partiular player. For instane, if one line of the �le

provided with the swith -y ontains

"Houdini 3", 3200, 50

That means Houdini's initial rating is 3200 with an unertainty of 50. With this approah the user

should have the best eduated guess possible, otherwise, the ranking will su�er. Using information

from a previous well established rating lists an add stability to the new list and, as games are

added, the ontribution of the "previous information" will fade away.

Relative anhors (-r)

Another problem in some engine tournaments is that version upgrades enter with no previous

ratings. However, we know in ertain situations that the new versions annot have very di�erent

ratings from the previous one. Therefore, the user an make a good eduated guess about the

rating of the new version. For instane, if you know that the new version is within 20 points of

the previous one you an use the -r swith to provide a �le with lines like this:

5
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"Bouquet 1.8a", "Bouquet 1.8", 0, 20

That means version 1.8a ame after 1.8 and it is estimated to have the same rating (0) with an

unertainty of 20. With di�erent versions, you an have di�erent lines. An example with Stok�sh

may be:

"Stokfish 160913", "Stokfish 4", 0, 20

"Stokfish 4", "Stokfish 250413", 0, 50

"Stokfish 250413", "Stokfish 120413", 0, 20

"Stokfish 120413", "Stokfish 250313", 0, 20

This onstitute di�erent relative anhors. When two versions are radially di�erent, you an say

nothing and they will be treated as di�erent engines, or for instane

"Komodo 1063", "Komodo 4534", 0, 1000

The �rst is a omplete rewrite with a parallel searh. Thus, the unertainty of 1000 re�ets this

fat and make both versions virtually disonneted. If you want to inlude more spei� info, you

ould say

"Komodo 1063", "Komodo 4534", 160, 100

Here, 160 is the estimation of how muh improvement you have by going from 1 ore to 16 and

100 represents how unertain that is.

Swithes

The list of the swithes provided are:

usage: ordo [-OPTION℄

-h, --help print this help and exit

-H, --show-swithes print swith information and exit

-v, --version print version number and exit

-L, --liense print liense information and exit

-q, --quiet quiet mode (no progress updates on sreen)

--silent same as --quiet

-Q, --terse same as --quiet, but shows simulation ounter

--timelog outputs elapsed time after eah step

-a, --average=NUM set rating for the pool average

-A, --anhor=<player> anhor: rating given by '-a' is fixed for <player>

-V, --pool-relative errors relative to pool average, not to the anhor

-m, --multi-anhors=FILE multiple anhors: file ontains rows of

"AnhorName",AnhorRating

-y, --loose-anhors=FILE loose anhors: file ontains rows of

"Player",Rating,Unertainty

-r, --relations=FILE relations: rows of

"PlayerA","PlayerB",delta_rating,unertainty

-R, --remove-older no output of older 'related' versions (given by -r)

-w, --white=NUM white advantage value (default=0.0)

-u, --white-error=NUM white advantage unertainty value (default=0.0)

-W, --white-auto white advantage will be automatially adjusted

-d, --draw=NUM draw rate value % (default=50.0)

-k, --draw-error=NUM draw rate unertainty value % (default=0.0 %)

-D, --draw-auto draw rate value will be automatially adjusted

-z, --sale=NUM set rating for winning expetany of 76% (default=202)

-T, --table display winning expetany table

-p, --pgn=FILE input file, PGN format

-P, --pgn-list=FILE multiple input: file with a list of PGN files
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-o, --output=FILE output file, text format

-, --sv=FILE output file, omma separated value format

-E, --elostat output files in elostat format (rating.dat,

programs.dat & general.dat)

-j, --head2head=FILE output file with head to head information

-g, --groups=FILE outputs group onnetion info (no rating output)

-G, --fore fore program to run ignoring isolated-groups warning

-s, --simulations=NUM perform NUM simulations to alulate errors

-e, --error-matrix=FILE save an error matrix (use of -s required)

-C, --fs-matrix=FILE save a matrix (omma separated value .sv) with

onfidene for superiority (-s was used)

-J, --fs-show output an extra olumn with onfidene for superiority

(relative to the player in the next row)

-F, --onfidene=NUM onfidene to estimate error margins (default=95.0)

-X, --ignore-draws do not take into aount draws in the alulation

-t, --threshold=NUM threshold of games for a partiipant to be inluded

-N, --deimals=<a,b> a=rating deimals, b=sore deimals (optional)

-M, --ML fore maximum-likelihood estimation to obtain ratings

-n, --pus=NUM number of proessors used in simulations

-U, --olumns=<a,..,z> info in output (default olumns are "0,1,2,3,4,5")

-Y, --synonyms=FILE name synonyms (omma separated value format). Eah

line: main,syn1,syn2 or "main","syn1","syn2"

--aliases=FILE same as --synonyms FILE

-i, --inlude=FILE inlude only games of partiipants present in FILE

-x, --exlude=FILE names in FILE will not have their games inluded

--no-warnings supress warnings of names from -x or -i that do not

math names in input file

-b, --olumn-format=FILE format olumn output, eah line form FILE being

<olumn>,<width>,"Header"

Memory Limits

Currently, the program an handle almost un unlimited number of games and players. It is only

limited by the memory of the system.

Exit ode

When Ordo ran suessfully, it will exit with a ode = 0. When problems arose (insu�ient

memory, database not well onneted, empty input, wrong parameters, et.), Ordo will return a

number that is guaranteed to be non-zero. This ould be used in sripts to know whether the

proess reahed its goal or not. For instane, the following sript in bash (linux) will ath if

proessing games.pgn was orret or not.

#!/bin/sh

./ordo -p games.pgn

exit_ode=$?

if [ $exit_ode = 0 ℄; then

eho Ordo run properly

else

eho Ordo returned with error: $exit_ode
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fi

Ordoprep

A tool is available in another distribution

6

to shrink the PGN �le. The output will ontain only

the results of the games. In addition, it ould disard players that won all games, or lost all games.

Other swithes allow the exlusion of players that do not have a minimum performane or played

too few games.

Typial usage is:

ordoprep -p raw.pgn -o shrunk.pgn

Whih saves in shrunk.pgn a pgn �le with only the results. You an add swithes like this:

ordoprep -p raw.pgn -o shrunk.pgn -d -m 5 -g 20

where -d tells Ordoprep to disard players with 100% or 0% performane, -m 5 will exlude players

who did not reah a 5% performane, and -g 20 will exlude players with less than 20 games. After

all this, shrunk.pgn ould be used as input for Ordo

Model for rating alulation

The model assumes that di�erenes in strength are analogous to di�erenes in levels of energy

(Fig. 1). A lower (more stable) level of energy would represent a stronger player. The analogy

is that a valley is better at attrating water than a mountain top. In physis and hemistry, a

partile or a moleule that an be in two di�erent states an be predited to be in one or the other

with a ertain probability.

Figure 1: Energeti levels as strength levels

The probability to be found at eah level is proportional to the Boltzmann fator

7 e−βEi
. If Na is
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the number of partiles in level A, and Nb is the number of partiles in level B, their ratio will be:

Na

Nb

=
e−βEa

e−βEb
= e−β(Ea−Eb)

(2)

β is a onstant of the system. The analogy is that we treat the probabilities of a win to land in

level A or B as the probability of a partile to be in A or B. Therefore, after reordering equation

2, the fration of wins (fb,a) of player B in a math vs. A will be:

fb,a =
Nb

Na +Nb

=
1

1 + e−β(Ea−Eb)
(3)

if we de�ne strength rating R as the negative value of energy, then, Ra = −Ea. For onveniene,

we �ip the sales with the purpose that higher ratings are represented with higher values (Fig. 2),

and the the fration of wins (fb,a) of player B in a math vs. A will be represented by eq. 4.

Figure 2: Rating sale

fb,a =
1

1 + e−β(Rb−Ra)
(4)

This equation has the same form as the logisti funtion

8

. With this equation we an alulate the

predited fration of wins between two players. The predited performane Px, or number of wins

of player x among a pool of other players will be the summation of eah of the predited frations

f for eah game.

Px = fx,opp(1) + fx,opp(2) + ... + fx,opp(n) =
n
∑

i=1

fx,opp(i) (5)

where n is the total number of games played by x and opp(i) is the opponent it faed in the game

i. Then:

8

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logisti_funtion
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Px =
n
∑

i=1

1

1 + e−β(Rx−Ropp(i))
(6)

The most likely strength rating values (R) for eah player are ones that satisfy that eah predited

performane Px equals the respetive observed performane (Ox) of player x (atual number of

games won by x). Therefore, the goal is to �nd R values so the following un�tness (U) sore equals
zero, where m is the total number of players, and j is eah individual player.

U =

m
∑

j=1

(Pj −Oj)
2

(7)

Finding an adequate proedure to minimize U until reahes zero is ritial for a proper onvergene

towards the optimal solution. The way Ordo �ts it is in disrete steps (similar to hill limbing

9

),

and making those steps smaller and smaller one the onvergene was reahed. However, those

steps are onstrained to ertain values to avoid big swings during the alulation. After many

di�erent tests, this proedure was found to be safe and fast.

Sale

Chess players are austomed to the Elo rating. Traditionally, it has been based on a normal

(Gaussian) distribution, whih is the one that the World Chess Federation (FIDE) still uses

10

.

Here, the default value of β was hosen to resembles the Elo sale. For that reason, the rating

di�erene when the winning expetany is 76% has been set to 202 rating points. This parameter

ould be modi�ed with the swith -z, and the overall sale an be displayed with swith -T.

The model is valid if the strength assigned to the individual players is additive like energy. If

we know the strength di�erenes between A→B and B→C, we should be able to alulate A→C

as A→B + B→C. Then, this should aurately predit the results of a math between A and C.

Empirial observations seem to suggests that those estimations are reasonable, at least within a

ertain range.

Certain theoretial assumptions have be done to aount the existene of draws. One of the is that

the atual draw rate remains similar throughout the rating sale. Empirially, this is a reasonable

approximation for most ases.

White advantage alulation

The rationale to alulate the white advantage (Wadv) is that the expeted outome for white

should be as lose as possible to the atual white performane. In other words, the number of

points obtained by white (Wp) should be the same as the number of points expeted to be obtained

by white (We).

E = (Wp −We)
2

(8)

9

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hill_limbing

10

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elo_rating_system
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Therefore, the optimum Wadv is the one that minimizes E, whih is the overall error squared in

equation 8.

We =
n
∑

i=1

Expectancy(RWi +Wadv, RBi) (9)

Here, n is the total number of games, RWi and RBi are the ratings (in game i) of white and blak,
respetively. Expectancy is atually equation 4.

We =
n
∑

i=1

1

1 + e−β(RWi+Wadv−RBi)
(10)

Then, ombining 8 and 10

E =

(

Wp −
n
∑

i=1

1

1 + e−β(RWi+Wadv−RBi)

)2

(11)

Wadv is alulated iteratively, until E is minimized. This alulation assumes thatWadv is relatively

onstant throughout the database. One Wadv is obtained, the ratings are re-alulated. The

proedure ontinues until the numbers stabilize.

Draw rate model

To estimate the probability of a draw in a single game the model from Fig. 2 needs to be expanded

to have an extra "draw state" (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Rating sale introduing an extra state for draws
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The draw rate does not a�et the rating alulation, or the performane for eah player in the

simulations. However, it a�ets the relative distribution of wins, losses, and draws simulated,

whih has an in�uene on the errors alulated. Therefore, to have a more realisti simulation and

an aurate estimation of the errors we need to predit the probability for a draw. But, the draw

rate is not uniform, as it depends on the rating di�erenes between the opponents. Thus, draw

rate depends on two parameters, Deq (draw rate when the two opponents are of equal strength)

and ∆R. Ordo assumes that Deq is relatively onstant throughout the database. If we know Deq,

the following equation

E =
M
∑

m=1

(Dm −Nm Dexp(∆Rm +Wadv, Deq))
2

(12)

will give E as the overall error in the estimation of Deq. Here, m is the math number, M is the

total number of mathes, Nm is the number of games played in eah math m, ∆Rm is the rating

di�erene in that partiular math, Dm is the number of draws observed, and Wadv is the white

advantage. Dexp is a funtion that gives the draw rate expeted given a ertain ∆R and Deq. Note

that here a math is onsidered any series of games between two opponents with the same olors.

In other words, they are any set of games with the same opponents and onditions. With this

equation, Dexp is alulated iteratively until E is minimized. To apply this algorithm we need the

funtion Dexp. In the following setion we show how to alulate the draw rate when opponents

are of equal strength and later from a given p and Deq. From ∆R, the performane expeted (p)
an be diretly alulated.

Draw rate between opponents of equal strength

We an model the draw rate by introduing an extra draw state (Fig. 3). This is a derivation of

the equation that relates draw rate (D) and δ.

1 = W +D + L (13)

Here, W , D, and L are the respetive win, draw, and loss rates. Sine the opponents are of equal

strength, W equals L.

1 = 2W +D (14)

Based on the assumptions that the probabilities of the di�erent levels are proportional to the

Boltzmann fator

11 e−βEi
, the following ratio an be established (Ri = −Ei, higher ratings mean

lower "energy levels").

D

W
=

eβRD

eβRW
= eβ(RD−RW ) = eβδ (15)

Replaing into eq. 14

11

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boltzmann_fator
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1 = eβδW + 2W (16)

W =
1

eβδ + 2
(17)

Combining with eq. 14 we obtained Deq, whih is the draw rate when both players are equally

strong. This value depends on δ.

D = Deq = 1−
2

eβδ + 2
=

eβδ

eβδ + 2
(18)

Draw rate from p (performane) and Deq

Performane (p) is the ratio of the total points obtained by a player in a given number of games.

It is de�ned by this simple relationship.

p = W +D/2; W = p−D/2 (19)

To de�ne Deq, we are going to assume it is onstant, regardless of the absolute strength of eah

individual. We then have three possible states, W (win), D (draw), and L (loss), in whih the

state D is separated by δ from the average of the levels W and L. In this senario, and reordering

eq. 18 we have:

1−Deq

2Deq

= e−βδ
(20)

For onveniene we will all e−βδ = φ then

1−Deq

2Deq

= φ (21)

Deq is the rate when RW and RL are at the same level. If RW and RL hange, and δ remains at

the same distane from the average of RW and RL, the equations that relate the probabilities for

eah state are:

Ravg =
RW − RL

2
; x = RW − Ravg = Ravg − RL (22)

W/D = eβ(x−δ) = eβxe−βδ
(23)

D/L = eβ(x+δ) = eβx/e−βδ
(24)

For onveniene, if we all e−βδ = φ as we did before we get
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W/D = eβxφ; D/L = eβx/φ (25)

therefore

W

D

L

D
= φ2; L =

φ2D2

W
(26)

ombining this equation with eq. 13 and reordering:

0 = W 2 +DW −W + φ2D2
(27)

replaing W with eq. 19 we obtain

0 = (p−D/2)2 +D(p−D/2)− (p−D/2) + φ2D2
(28)

expanding, simplifying, and reordering leads to

0 = (4φ2 − 1)D2 + 2D + 4(p2 − p) (29)

replaing with eq. 21

0 =

(

(

1−Deq

Deq

)2

− 1

)

D2 + 2D + 4(p2 − p) (30)

Solving this quadrati equation, we obtain the predited draw rate (D) between two given op-

ponents, as long as we know the predited performane (p) and the draw rate between equally

mathed opponents (Deq). This is used to plug it in eq. 12.

Draw rate and win rate relationship

Reordering eq. 27 we obtain

D2 = φ−2 W (1−W −D) (31)

Note that this relationship is equivalent to the basi assumption used by Davidson

12

to develop

his draw model

D = ν
√
W L (32)

Here, ν = φ−2
and L = 1−W −D. Shawul and Coulom showed that this relationship is superior

for hess engines when ompared to other alternatives

13

. Replaing φ in eq. 31 with eq. 21 we

obtain

12

Equation 2.5 in http://stat.fsu.edu/tehreports/M169.pdf

13

https://dl.dropboxuserontent.om/u/55295461/elopapers/elopapers/ChessOutomes.pdf
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D2 =

(

2Deq

1−Deq

)2

W (1−W −D) (33)

Equation 33 is the one used by Ordo to obtain the draw rate for any pair of opponents as a funtion

of win probability (W ) and draw rate for equal opponents (Deq).

Draw rate alulation

The rationale to alulate the draw rate for equal opponents (Deq) is that the expeted outome

of number of draws showuld be as lose as possible to the atual number of draws in the database.

In other words, the number of draws observed (Dobs) should be the same as the number of draws

expeted (Dexp).

E = (Dobs −Dexp)
2

(34)

Therefore, the optimum Deq is the one that minimizes E, whih is the overall error squared in

equation 34.

Dexp =

n
∑

i=1

Di (35)

Here, n is the total number of games, and Di is the probability of a draw for game i. From equation

30, Di ould be solved as

Di =
−1 +

√

1− 4(p2i − pi)(4(
1−Deq

2Deq
)2 − 1)

4(1−Deq

2Deq
)2 − 1

(36)

where pi is the expeted performane for white for eah game, and ould be alulated from

equation 4 as

pi =
1

1 + e−β(RWi+Wadv−RBi)
(37)

RWi and RBi are the ratings (in game i) of white and blak, respetively. One Deq is estimated,

pi and Di are alulated (equations 36 and 37) for eah game to obtain Dexp and E (equations 34

and 35). Optimum value of Deq is the one that minimizes E and it is alulated iteratively. This

alulation assumes that Deq is relatively onstant throughout the database. One Deq is obtained,

the ratings are re-alulated as it is done with Wadv. The proedure ontinues until the numbers

stabilize.

Rating alulation with prior information

When user provides Ordo with either loose anhors, relative anhors, white advantage unertainty,

or a draw rate unertainty the alulation is performed by a maximum-likelihood estimation. In
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those ases, for eah game the probability for the given outome (W, D, or L) is alulated and

the logarithm of this value is added and aumulated. This will onstitute an un�tness sore

that will need to be minimized. In addition, to this sore, the logarithm of the probabilities for

eah loose anhor, relative anhor, white advantage, and draw rate are aumulated. An overall

minimization brings optimum values for the ratings of eah player and eah of the above mentioned

parameters. Note that adding the logarithm of eah of the probabilities is analogous to multiplying

the probabilities.

Foring maximum likelihood

Another option to fore Ordo to perform a maximum-likelihood estimation to alulate the ratings

is by providing the swith -M. This option is generally a bit slower and probably not neessary

sine the output should be nearly idential with perfet onvergene, but it is a good feature for

omparison an debugging.
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